FAIRTOKEN CAKE
CA: 0XB16D8C2A78F2ACD75A63B37E8CE6BCCBBD8D8F9E

FAIRTOKEN CAKE
On the market of altcoins and tokens, it is hard
to find a project, where the redistribution and
the reward system meet just the right
combination for long-term holding.
As a businessman, I have approached the
problem by identifying 3 different and common
problems:

WHITE PAPER
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Most token's success is mainly determined by their
constant and quite expensive marketing. This can
be hard to maintain after a while, and even a
small mistake can cause a major setback.
Furthermore, a serious disadvantage of the huge
marketing expenses is that they will always take a
significant slice from the cake which otherwise
should be part of the Holder's reward.
I have been looking for a solution, how to
maintain the passive income for Holders even
when the trading volume is low.
The last problem that I had to solve waste number
of those who want to get rich extremely quick.
Their only goal is to get as much money as fast as
they can, so they cannot be put into the category
of the classic Holder.
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To address the issues described above, we have
created the FairToken Cake (FRTC) token, which
solves the problems listed above using built-in
features.
FairToken Cake (FRTC) is designed for those who
truly want to own and HOLD a secure, stable token.
Their primary concern is the possibility of reward
and passive reward, not quick exchange rate gains.
We also wanted to make FairToken Cake an
attractive savings opportunity for small holders.

!!! ATTENTION !!!
If you are after a fast 5x, 10x
or 20x profit in this project, you better
turn around immediately, as this token
is NOT designed for you!
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A FAIRTOKEN CAKE'S TOKENOMICS
The inital tokenomics and tax percentages
At the start of the project
BUY TAX 10%
8% Holder Reward
2% Marketing

SELL TAX 14%
11% Holder Reward
3% Marketing

HOLDER PROTECTION SHIELD TAX 45%
37% Holder Reward
8% Marketing
Rewards are sent in CAKE for holders
THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF REWARD
Daily Reward - every weekday
paid in CAKE
Weekly PayDay - every Monday
paid in CAKE

MINIMUM AMOUNT OF TOKENS
TO HOLD FOR REWARDS

DAILY REWARD

750 000 FRTC
WEEKLY PAYDAY REWARD

1 500 000 FRTC
The possibility of reducing the minimum number of tokens is
maintained in order not to overburden holders in reaching
the reward limit.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT NOVELTY OF
FAIRTOKEN CAKE
FAIRTOKEN CAKE TREASURY
The TREASURY is a subwallet of FairToken Cake,
where 50% of the inflow of Reward taxes are
collected and will be staked to gain interest
continously. The staking profit of the cumulating
amount ensures the weekly PayDay, we plan to
send the weekly rewards to our Holders every
Monday morning.

CHANGABLE REWARD
As a built-in part of the smart contract, it is
possible to replace the token item of the reward
from time to time. This gives us the opportunity to
reward our Holders with other coins or tokens
instead of the - highly appreciated - CAKE. It is no
secret that we aim to support tokens accepted and
acknowledged by the community.
The token is free to trade from:
20. September 2021.
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FAIRTOKEN CAKE'S UNIQUE FEATURE IS THE
HOLDER PROTECTION SHIELD (HPS)
When HPS is activated, the tax value of all sales
increases significantly. This feature has been
created to allow us to provide PEACE OF MIND
periods for our Holders and to impose a heavy tax
on speculative trades.
What makes these periods quiet?
With a 45% sales tax, there will be no serious
price drops and you can spend time with your
family and friends.
If someone does sell, you can see that there will be
a serious REWARD from it. It will increase
marketing opportunities of our token, so in the
long run it helps the project to grow.
We will keep our Holders and new buyers
informed about the activation of HPS through our
TG channels, website and other communication
platforms.
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FAIRTOKEN CAKE'S UNIQUE FEATURE IS THE
HOLDER PROTECTION SHIELD (HPS)
When will be HPS activated?
During important holidays, such as
Christmas, 1st of January, National
Holidays, etc. We would like to give our
Holders a quiet, peaceful time, when they
do not have to check the chart every single
minutes.
During the time of important
announcements, when we want to reduce
the chance for speculative trading.
After posting the weekly PayDay snapshot,
to reduce speculative trading as well.

We hope this feature clearly represents well
FRTC's intention, that we do not want to
create a quick PUMP and DUMP project, but to
address those HOLDERS who want to be safe
with their "investment"
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FAIRTOKEN CAKE
token staking

In response to requests from community members,
we have developed the token staking option that will
be available to all holders from the 28th of
November 2021.
The token staking will carry an interest premium as
follows:
3 months commitment - 10% interest
premium on all reward payments
6 months commitment - 15% interest
premium on all reward payments
12 months commitment - 25% interest
premium on all reward payments
The interest premium means that the holder is
entitled to a larger slice of the rewards. The amount
of the increase depends on the time of the lock-in. It
does not affect the total amount of reward that can
be distributed.
Detailed instructions on how to lock the tokens can
be found on our website and social media channels.

YOU CAN FIND US HERE:

GLOBAL

HUN

WEB
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HOW TO STAKE FRTC TOKENS
Before you start:
1. Think about how long you want to lock
in the tokens
2. Prepare the wallet address from which
you want to lock
3. There is a minimum cost for the lock-up,
so you should have at least 0.01 bnb on
your wallet
4. Don't rush! Do it slowly rather than
messing up

The premium for locking FRTC tokens:
You will receive an interest premium on
your locked tokens for each reward
payment (daily rewards, weekly
PayDays)
This means you get a bigger slice of the
reward pie. The rate of the interest
premium:

3 months commitment -> +10%
6 months commitment -> +15%
12 months commitment -> +25%
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HOW TO STAKE FRTC TOKENS
I. SECTION - approve
1. step:
open the contract on BSC Scan
https://bscscan.com/token/0xb16d8c2a7
8f2acd75a63b37e8ce6bccbbd8d8f9e#wri
teContract
2. step: Connect to Web3 - use the wallet
where you hold your FRTC
3. step: approve
spender (address)
Copy this...
0xAB4d3E795CD9eBb3a2A0BCf1CB4a16e1
8BbA1075 (this the FRTCLockerManager)
amount:
1157920892373161954235709850086879
07853269984665640564039457584007
913129639935 (this is a fix value to enter)
4. step: push Write button, and approve
the transaction
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HOW TO STAKE FRTC TOKENS
II. SECTION - LOCK the tokens
1. step:
open the Locker Manager
https://bscscan.com/address/0xAB4d3E795CD9e
Bb3a2A0BCf1CB4a16e18BbA1075#writeContract
2. step: Connect to Web3 - use the wallet where
you hold FRTC
3. step: createLocker
- lockerType.
Enter...
3 - for 3 months
6 - for 6 months
12 - for 12 months
- amount - in Wei (you can calculate it here
https://eth-converter.com/
where the "Ether" field is used to enter the
amount of FRTC you want to stake and the "Wei"
field shows the amount to enter during the lock
example: 1 FRTC will look like this
1000000000000000000 (1 + 18 times 0)
4. step: push Write button, and approve the
transaction
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